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The Apostle: Administrat'ron

The Qld ABpstolie Qhgreh
DURBANVILLE

Dear Apostle,

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE CONFERENCE OF THE APOSTOLATE

- the highest authority and decision making body in the Church - prepares
for yet another conference to review matters and possibly effect eonstitutionat ehanges, Th€ FORUM
has the honour to bring to the attention of the conference the following issues it deems necessary to
be addressed in order to ensure sustainabie goverRanee, growth and deveiopment as far as the
administration oi the Church is concerned:
Whereas the Apostolate

Constitutknal and administrative reform

After more than eighty years of existenee, and in an enlightened age of democratic
governallce, congregations and members are still without a meaningfut say i* the
administration of their Church, let alone own affairs (congregational). Most of them are not
eveR awai'e of the date and vcRuc of this Confurence. lf this system has somehow worked

until now, the truth is that it is no longer sustainable. lts shelve life is in the balance. lf
serving the best interests of the Church is still paramount in the thinking of the Apostolate,
then it is ine umbent upon Conferen€e te pronounee itself on this issue. Although the Rlasses
and their congregations are voiceless and disenfranchised, they have finite aspirations in this
regard and therefore look toward Conference for a positive signal-
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Amendments to the current constitution* if any at this conference, would be the result of a
process whereby the members and congregations have been excluded from consultation
and approval. lf adherence to the laws of the land is still observed as one of the precepts of
the ChuiCh, then the cu-r-reht system 6f reVi€w by the Apdstolate is h6t ohly a Violati6h 6f its

own principles, but also the constitution of the country. The biggest anomaly (or injustice)
regarding the agenda for this Conference will be that decisions are going to be taken on
behalf of a membership that had been denied their legal democratic right to making an
input.
For a church the size and extent of the Old Apostolic Church {OAC),

1.3

it is a logical conclusion
that the next step in the development of its administration has to be a realignment of the
balance of powers between general (Head Office) and own (congregational) affairs. The
present system of authoritarian rule, central control and undemocratic practices has
spawned a myriad of unempowered congregat'lons that are nat a€custorned to the basic
tenets of self-sufficiency and pride of place in their respective communities.

I,4

Another logical development has to b€ the institutiron ef ehureh councils at eongregationat
level. Elected church councils with term limits and run by members. Membership of
anointed officers should be ex-officio, with no executive powers. Anointed officers should
act in a supervisory capacity, as part of the checks and balances in the system.

Coneiliatknr, Mediatio* and
2.L

*rbitratio* {eMA}

The current spate of court appearances by apostles and senior church executives, as well as

the controversial system for the removal from offrce of most officers, inevitably palnt te a
pressing need for the institution of the necessary structures in the Church to deal with

matters of this nature in a responsible manner. All major mainstream churches have
internal structures to take care of this process. Reliance on the expertise of lawyers from
the secular world should always be a last resort.
2.2

The current system is not only unsustainable, but has the potential to foster a culture of
impunity and corruption among the leadership. lt is extremely disconcerting to discover
daily how rnany mernbers of the OAC at all levels {even Fourfold Officers) know nothing
about, or lack the salient details of, pending court cases involving serving Apostles and other
senior executive officers. The levels of ignorance, through no fault of their own, not only

border onte the criminal but serve as sen€lusive evidence for the urgent need for
administrative reform and redress in the Church. Again, the best interests of the Church are

not being served2.3

The structures in question should be prevalent at all levels in the Church. lt is also a vital
element in the normal learning curve for any congregation that is in the Broeess of assuming
greater responsibility for its own affairs.

2-4

Reconciliation over the indellible scars that apartheid have inflicted on the Church and its
members is an issue that cannot be wished away or left in abeyance interminably. lt is a
cancer that has to excised from the body. To deny its existence and the need for redress,
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wreaks of irresponsible. if not intellectualty chat{enged leadership. The sad truth is that if
the current generation of adults do not deal with it, our children will have to. The legacy of
apartheid in the OAC, continues to manifest itself in various forms which most officers often
have g-reet diffie*lty a6iiipiehending and appl}ihg the hdCessary Cirrr€'CtiVe rneasUteii.
2.5

The requisite CMA structures in a church, are also part of the checks and balances that are
needed to ensure sustainable democratic governance, growth and development. The OAC is

in the enviable position of being able to pay its leadership well. Therefore, it is not
unreasonable of The FORIIM te expeet them to lead botdly and wisely. The determinatien
and regulation of salary packages for the Apostles and management staff, is a toplc of
debate for another day,

Apartheid and racism in the OAC
It is incumbent upon Conference to publicly recognize that apartheid and its attendant racist
praetices are still prevalent in many locatbns in the Church. The OAC have not offieially
come to terms with the ills of its apartheid past. Officers, members and congregations have

to be formally told that it is not the policy of the church- And the particular comfort zones
where these atrocities are still being perpetrated should be brought to book and obliterated.
It is not in the best interests of the OAC to be on the wrong side of this issue, especially at a
time when the country seems to be caught up again in a spiral of race baiting. The OAC will

not be immune to the fall-out from this looming furore over racial discrimination. Apartheid
is no longer the officiat policy of the country and the leadership of the OAC ls therefore
without the protective shield they had in the pre-1994 South Africa. The best interests of
the OAe dictate that preventive rneasures be deslgned and deployed timeously.
Keeping the various race groups apart, with no contingenry plans for redress, and hoping for
the storm to blow over peacefully is not an intelligent or responsible way to govern a chureh
such as the OAC in the 21't century- No extraordinary efforts or exorbitant budgets are
required to initiate and execute a process of reconciliation and bridge-building. The countr],
abounds in examples by other entitires that have travelled the same road. Better still, we can

come up with our own unique model for dealing with our apartheid past. Whichever way
we look at it, nothing short of bold and visionary leadership has to emanate from the
Apostolate and conferences such as these.

It is important to rernernber that

erren the Apostle Klibbe and his Council very early on
recognized the potential for the Church of becoming a financial powerhouse through the

growth of the numbers among the Black and Coloured communities. The days of the
Church remaining a family husiness are long gone. The predorninanee of the well-known
dynasties of yesteryear within the Apostolate has done more harm than good. The
promotion of non-White apostles these days to chairmanships with approBriately sealed
down powers has not gone unnoticed. And equally so has the strategic selection and
appointment of incumbents as non-White apostles in the post-1972 era. At best, these
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actions merely amount to window dressing and do not pres€nt a solution for the prevalent
racist practices in the Church.
3.5

Now before The FORUM is conveniently aceused of ptaying the race card or promoting racial
majoritarianism, it needs to be categorically reiterated that its crusade for administnative

reforn in the Church is predicated upon the need for the institution and entrenchment of
the necessary systems, structures and processes to support sustainable governance, growth
and development in the Church. Suitably qualified (not necessarily academic qualifications)
p€rsons should be allowed to lead thls Church to the great heights it is destined for. And for

that a system that guarantees transparency, accountability and lntegrity is reguired.

Training

it is said, is as strong as it

weakest link. Judging by the kind of blunders that
eentinue to be made by ofFrcers of various stripes in the €hurch and exaeerbated bV the
absence of credible training programmes or corrective measures available to them, it is clear
that the time is long overdue for the establishment of a formal institute or seminary in the
ORC to assist with the development of officers. Most embarrassing for the Church is when a
sizable majority of officers of all ranks invariably have great difficulty interpreting the apostle
doctrine andthe administrative processes intelligibly. The FORUM does not wishte belabour
this point save to appealfor serious consideration thereof.

4.7

A chain,

4.2

The need for adequate trai,ning also extends to the non-offieer leve]s. Most of the expertise
required in this regard, is available in the Church. There is need for wide-ranging discussion
in order to arrive at a customized plan.

4.3

Current Head Office structures also need to be reviewed in order to give effect to the much=
needed changes raised elsewhere in this docurnent. There is need for a top-flight
Communications Department to deal with the public relations portfolio of the Church.
Cultural affairs, archives and social welfare are other areas that require efficient structures
at Head Office. tf the bulk of own affairs were to be devolved to congregations, Flead
Office structures would have more time and the latitude to play the role they are intended

to pursue.

Conclusion
5.1

The FORUM derives no pleasure from adopting this kind of approach to the Apostolate. The
sad truth is that there is no existing credible platform er ehannel for constituencies outside

the top leadership echelons of the Church to make inputs for the agenda of the Conference.
Members and congregations of the Old Apostolic Chureh have no say in the running of the
affairs of their Church or the system (ORDER) that is being unilaterally imposed on them.
5.2

nature. lt would not be reasonable to expect
immediate resolution. However, what would be most unreasonable, unacceptable and

The issues raised above, are all of an urgent
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morally reprehensible would be a "no commenf by Conference- The best news ever that
could emanate from this Conference would be an acknowledgement of consideration and a
Declaration of lntent to put the OAC on a new path of growth and development.

The FORUM hereby eorweys its best wishes to the Apostolate for a fruitful Conference, as well as the
assuran€e of its highest regard and consideration.

W Blouws (former Overseer)
CHAIRPERSON
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